The **Moveable Cogent™ Training Headwalls** are specifically designed for teaching labs and institutions. The vertically configured headwall provides Vacuum, Air and simulated Oxygen* just by plugging the unit into an electrical outlet. The Moveable Cogent™ Training Headwall provides an inexpensive and quick method for simulating a patient room’s medical gas services, while giving the freedom of a moveable simulation solution that maneuvers easily from one bed to the next.

The Moveable Cogent™ Training Headwall is designed to meet your needs. The traditional simulation lab training headwalls provide wall mounted solutions that require installation. The Moveable Cogent™ Training Headwall solution was developed to provide Vacuum, Air and Electrical Power on the go; in a self contained unit that solves typical problems with lab renovations and space issues.

*Oxygen simulated with air.

* Cogent™ Training headwalls compliment simulation, not designed to run a simulation manikin. Maximum 50PSI

**Features**
- Available in Single Sided and Dual Sided Configurations
- Locking Casters, 2 Fixed and 2 moveable, make for easy maneuverability

**Available Options**
**Add**
- Integrated Non-Functional Nurse Call
- Integrated Non-Functional Code Blue
- Integrated White Dry Erase Board
- Oxygen Flowmeter
- Medical Air Flowmeter
- Vacuum Regulator [Continuous]
- Vacuum Regulator [Continuous/Intermittent]
- Vacuum canister and holder
- Additional Mounting Brackets as requested

**Delete**
- Delete pump and/or compressor [eliminates functionality]
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